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This session focuses on the architecture of the court residence in the period 
1400-1700. It aims more specifically at examining the interaction between palace 
architecture and the “ceremonial” – the set of rules which regulates and codifies 
human interaction in this space. To the informed observer, a palace’s architecture 
carries multiple connotations, representing power, lineage, and tradition versus 
innovation. Patterns of court ceremonial are perceived by the palace’s owners, 
inhabitants, and visitors alike in many different ways and expressed in many 
different sources. The ceremonial influences the material form of the palace, 
from its disposition (spatial organization) to its decoration. Conversely, the palace’s 
architecture, its space and form, serves as a barometer for the major evolutionary 
steps of the court ceremonial, and thus of the structure and composition of the 
court in general. A particular issue is the growth of public versus private spaces, 
and the nature of privacy.

Furthermore, the palace was a prominent place of cultural exchange in early 
modern Europe. Due to the numerous, convoluted dynastic relationships between 
them, the world of the courts 1400-1700 constituted a network of international 
character on a truly European scale, long before the age of Versailles. These 
international relationships pervaded all aspects of court life; the architecture of 
the courts cannot be adequately understood without studying these exchanges 
and influences. Thus the scope of this session is deliberately pan-European. It 
similarly transcends the common boundaries of styles and stylistic periods, and 
encourages an international, comparative, transdisciplinary perspective.

This session invites papers that consider specific instances of court architecture 
as means of expression, representation, and communication with subjects, or 
outsiders, of court society. It particularly welcomes papers that focus on the 
international connections which give meaning to the palace’s architecture. Papers 
may deal with court residences from the realms of the dominant monarchies 
(Burgundy/Habsburg, Valois/Bourbon, Tudor/Stuart, etc.), but we are also 
looking for examples coming from other parts of Europe.

NB: The ESF International Research Networking Programme “PALATIUM. Court Residences as Places of 
Exchange in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe (1400-1700)” offers mobility grants for young researchers 
from abroad (non-Belgian) to participate in this session (see www.courtresidences.eu).

court residences in early modern europe (1400-1700). 
architecture, ceremony, and international relations
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